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ABSTRACT

Q-space trajectory imaging (QTI) allows non-invasive estimation of microstructural features of heterogeneous porous media via diffusion magnetic resonance imaging performed with generalised gradient waveforms. A recently proposed constrained estimation framework, called QTI+, improved QTI’s resilience to noise and data sparsity, thus increasing the reliability of the method by enforcing relevant positivity constraints. In this work we consider expanding the set of constraints to be applied during the fitting of the QTI model. We show that the additional conditions, which introduce an upper bound on the diffusivity values, further improve the retrieved parameters on a publicly available human brain dataset as well as on data acquired from healthy volunteers using a scanner-ready protocol.

© 2023 The Authors. Publishing services by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of KeAi Communications Co. Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Diffusion magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) is an imaging technique possessing exquisite inherent sensitivity to the random motion of water molecules, which can be exploited to determine local features of complex porous media. The random motion can be encoded into the MR signal by means of time-varying magnetic field gradients, and interpreted using (bio)physical models or signal representations. In Q-space trajectory imaging (QTI) [1], the medium is imagined as being composed of several non-exchanging gaussian compartments, each represented by a diffusion tensor [2]. As such, each voxel is represented using a diffusion tensor distribution (DTD) [3]. At low diffusion sensitivities achieved with general gradient waveforms, QTI gives access to the first statistical moments of the DTD via the cumulant expansion. These are quantified in a $3 \times 3$ symmetric positive semidefinite matrix denoting the average diffusion tensor, and a fourth order object denoting the covariance of the diffusion tensors — the two quantities that define a tensor-variate normal distribution [4]. From these two, it is possible to compute a series of metrics which are sensitive to different microstructural features of porous structures. Akin
to what is done for characterizing size distributions [5], the goal in QTI is to estimate the statistical moments of the DTD from the collected data, and use these to interpret structural properties of complex media.

Herberthson et al. recently introduced a framework called QTI+ [6], which improved QTI’s robustness to noise thus increasing its reliability. This was accomplished by imposing relevant positivity constraints as was done for other diffusion MR models [7]. It was shown that by performing the constrained estimation, it was possible to obtain more accurate parameter estimates which seemed to promote smoothness in the derived maps, despite each voxel being fitted independently [6]. Moreover, it was found that the constrained fit lowered the demand on the number of diffusion measurements to be acquired and considered for the estimation [8]. In addition to these encouraging findings, we encountered unrealistically high values of some of the scalar measures particularly in voxels with a large cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) content. To address this issue, in this work we formulate and apply complementary constraints which prohibit water diffusivity to exceed its theoretical physical value. Other works also considered imposing upper bounds while estimating metrics in other diffusion models, such as diffusion kurtosis imaging [9,10]. We thus incorporate the new constraints into the QTI+ framework, determine the extent of the violations of such conditions, and observe how imposing them influences the QTI metrics on human brain data obtained from a GE scanner.

2. Methods

2.1. Theory

2.1.1. Notation

The notation in this work is kept consistent with the one used in Ref. [6]. In short, italic characters are reserved for scalar quantities, boldface characters are used for matrices and second order tensors, and blackboard bold (double struck) characters denote fourth-order tensors. By choosing a basis in the 6-dimensional space of symmetric $3 \times 3$ matrices, all their mutual tensor products give $6 \times 6$ elements of the same type as the fourth orders tensors occurring here. Hence these fourth order tensors can be represented as $6 \times 6$ matrices, and the tensor symmetries also imply that these $6 \times 6$ matrices are symmetric.

For the indexing, when expressed through Latin letters $i, j, k,$ and $l$, they range from 1 to 3, while when expressed through the early Greek letters $\alpha, \beta,$ and $\gamma$, they range from 1 to 6. As an example, $A_{ijkl}$ and $A_{\alpha\beta\gamma\delta}$ are the fourth order and second order representations of the same tensor. When used with double struck and boldface characters, the indices do not refer to a particular component of the tensor but rather to the order of the elements. As explained in Ref. [6], the components of a tensor are addressed using ordinary capital letters, e.g., $A_{ij}$. The matrix products are expressed using the Einstein summation convention.

2.1.2. QTI

QTI [1] is a framework utilizing diffusion measurements with time varying magnetic field gradients and a diffusion tensor distribution [3] model, with stochastic variable $D_{ij}$, for the medium microstructure. The DTD model assumes Gaussian diffusion within the subdomains making up the tissue. Consequently, all experimental parameters of each diffusion magnetic resonance experiment are captured by a measurement tensor, which we refer to in the text as $B_{ij}$ [11]. In the limit of small $B_{ij}$, the MR signal in QTI is interpreted through the first two statistical cumulants of the DTD, namely the mean $\bar{D}_{ij} = \langle D_{ij} \rangle$ and fourth order covariance tensor $C_{ijkl} = \langle (D_{ij} - \bar{D}_{ij}) \otimes (D_{kl} - \bar{D}_{kl}) \rangle$. The MR signal, via cumulant expansion, can thus be written as [1]:

$$ S(B_{ij}) = S_0 \exp \left( -B_{ij} \bar{D}_{ij} + \frac{1}{2} B_{ij} B_{kl} C_{ijkl} \right). $$ (1)

Given a family of measurements $B_{ij}$, the parameters $S_0$, $\bar{D}_{ij}$, and $C_{ijkl}$ can be estimated by solving the following problem:

$$ \arg\min_{S_0, \bar{D}_{ij}, C_{ijkl}} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left| S_n - S_0 e^{-B_{ij}^{(n)} \bar{D}_{ij}} + \frac{1}{2} B_{ij}^{(n)} B_{kl}^{(n)} C_{ijkl} \right|^2 $$ (2)

which upon linearization by taking the logarithm becomes the weighted linear least squares problem:

$$ \arg\min_{S_0, \bar{D}_{ij}, C_{ijkl}} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left| \ln(S_n) - \ln(S_0) + B_{ij}^{(n)} \bar{D}_{ij} - \frac{1}{2} B_{ij}^{(n)} B_{kl}^{(n)} C_{ijkl} \right|^2 $$ (3)

where the heteroskedasticity introduced by the logarithmic operation is accounted for by the factor $S_n^2$. The problems defined in equations (2) and (3) can be solved by traditional non-linear and (weighted) linear least squares routines, respectively.

2.1.3. QTI+

In QTI+, the problems defined in equations (2) and (3) are solved while necessary positivity conditions are applied on the tensors to be estimated using non-linear and semidefinite programming (SDP) routines. The applied conditions were named
‘(d)’, ‘(c)’, and ‘(m)’, with the letters indicating which tensor the condition is imposed on. Here, $\geq 0$ stands for positive semi-definite in the sense that all eigenvalues are non-negative:

(d) $\mathbf{D}_{ij} \geq 0$

(c) $C_{\alpha\beta} \geq 0$, and

(m) for all $\mathbf{v}_i$ and $\mathbf{u}_i$, $M_{ijkl} \mathbf{v}_i \mathbf{v}_j \mathbf{u}_k \mathbf{u}_l \geq 0$

where $M_{ijkl}$ are the elements of the fourth order tensor $M_{ijkl} = C_{ijkl} + \mathbf{D}_{ij} \otimes \mathbf{D}_{kl}$.

2.1.4. Diffusivity-limiting conditions

In this section, we describe additional conditions that could be imposed. In particular, the earlier conditions are expanded based on the observation that the maximum values of the diffusivities must be bounded from above. This maximum allowed value could be specified to be the bulk diffusivity $D_0$ for free diffusion occurring at a certain temperature. Mathematically, this translates into saying that $\mathbf{D}_{ij} - D_0 I_{ij}$ must be negative semidefinite for some bulk diffusivity $D_0$. We refer to this condition as $(d_{SL})$, where SL stands for ‘speed limit’:

$$(d_{SL}) \quad \mathbf{D}_{ij} - D_0 I_{ij} \leq 0$$

The same reasoning applied to the covariance tensor $C_{ijkl}$ results in several constraints. Below, the components $C_{ijkl}$ are expressed with respect to an orthonormal basis, and the coefficients $C_{\alpha\beta}$ with respect to a basis which is discussed in the appendix:

$$(c_{1SL}) \quad -D_0^2/4 \leq C_{\alpha\beta} \leq D_0^2/4 \text{ and } 0 \leq C_{\alpha\alpha} \leq D_0^2/4, \text{ if } 1 \leq \alpha, \beta \leq 3$$

$$(c_{2SL}) \quad 0 \leq \lambda_i \leq 3D_0^2/4, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, \text{ where } \lambda_i \text{ are the eigenvalues of } C_{\alpha\beta}$$

$$(\Gamma_{SL}^+) \quad \left( C_{ijkl} + \frac{D_0^2}{4} \delta_{ij} \delta_{kl} \right) u_i u_j u_k u_l \geq 0$$

$$(\Gamma_{SL}) \quad \left( C_{ijkl} - \frac{D_0^2}{4} \delta_{ij} \delta_{kl} \right) u_i u_j u_k u_l \leq 0$$

When applied on the tensor $M_{ijkl}$, this constraint results in the condition

$$(m_{SL}) \quad \left( M_{ijkl} - D_0^2 \delta_{ij} \delta_{kl} \right) u_i u_j u_k u_l \leq 0$$

To apply these constraints, one is forced to determine the appropriate $D_0$ to be used as maximum allowed diffusivity. This value is mostly depending on the water temperature at the moment the experiment is performed. As there is no simple way of measuring this, the chosen threshold will most likely be an approximation of what the correct one should be. The discussion around possible choices of this value for human brain dMRI acquisition is found in later sections.

2.2. QTI±

The conditions derived in the previous sections can be applied alongside those enforced in QTI+ using semidefinite programming. Fig. 1 shows how both the positivity and diffusivity-limiting conditions are enforced in the newly created QTI± framework. In the nomenclature, the ‘−’ sign refers to the diffusivity-limiting conditions, while the ‘+’ sign refers to the non-negativity constraints.

In the SDP(dcm±) step, conditions (d), (c), (dSL), (c2SL), and $(\Gamma_{SL}^+)$ are enforced. Note that condition $(\Gamma_{SL}^-)$ does not need to be applied, as it is already implied by condition (c). The results obtained in this step can then be checked to verify whether they satisfy conditions (m) and $(m_{SL})$. As it was explained in QTI+ [6], these conditions can be checked with a semidefinite programming approach. If both are satisfied, then the results obtained in SDP(dcm±) are the final result. If instead either “m” condition is violated, SDP(dcm±), which imposes conditions (c), (m), (cSL), $(\Gamma_{SL}^-)$ and $(m_{SL})$, is performed. In this step, the estimated values obtained for $\mathbf{D}_{ij}$ in SDP(dcm ±), which are already guaranteed to satisfy conditions (d) and $(d_{SL})$, are fixed, so that $M_{ijkl}$ is linear in the variables to be estimated.
Note that while the framework depicted in Fig. 1 is what we find to provide the best solutions, it is not compulsory to execute all of its steps. For example, one option could be to take the output of SDP(dc±) as the final result. Another option is to skip the check on conditions (m) and (mSL), and directly execute SDP(dcm±) after SDP(dc±). The results presented in later sections and the run times reported in Table 1 should provide the necessary information for the users to make an informed decision on which option to choose.

2.3. Implementation

The functions performing the constrained fit with both positivity and diffusivity-limiting conditions were implemented in Matlab as an extension to the qtiplus software available at https://github.com/DenebBoito/qtiplus and described in Ref. [12]. Two SDP optimizers, namely SDPT3 [13] and MOSEK (MOSEK ApS, Denmark), interfaced via CVX [14,15], were interchangeably used to fit the model to the data, and to check the violations of the (m) and (mSL) conditions.

2.4. Violations of the conditions

A publicly available and thoroughly sampled human brain dataset, described in Ref. [16] and available at https://github.com/filip-sczepankiewicz/Szczepankiewicz_DIB_2019, was used to investigate where the diffusivity-limiting conditions are violated on model parameter estimates produced with the QTI± (SDP(dcm±) method) framework. To simulate shorter acquisitions, this dataset was downsampled as described in Ref. [6], to produce datasets comprising, respectively, 217, 81, 56, and 39 diffusion measurements. We refer to these datasets as, respectively, p217, p81, p56, and p39. These datasets are available at https://github.com/filip-sczepankiewicz/Szczepankiewicz_DIB_2019/tree/master/DATA/brain/NII_Boito_SubSamples.

First, to verify the violations’ dependence on the set maximum allowed bulk diffusivity $D_0$, the diffusivity-limiting conditions were checked on model parameter estimates produced on the p81 datasets for 5 different $D_0$ values. These $D_0$ values were derived from the work of Holz et al. [17], for water temperatures in the range $[36.5\, ^\circ C \sim 39.5\, ^\circ C]$.

Secondly, to assess whether the violations exhibit some dependence on the amount of available data, the conditions were checked on the p217, p81, p56, and p39 for the same maximum allowed bulk diffusivity $D_0 = 3.0750 \, \mu m^2/ms$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Run time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDP(dc+)</td>
<td>7 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP(dc±)</td>
<td>22 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP(dcm+)</td>
<td>9 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDP(dcm±)</td>
<td>50 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-check + SDP(dcm+)</td>
<td>7 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-check + SDP(dcm±)</td>
<td>48 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.5. Experimental data

Data from 8 healthy volunteers were collected with ethical approval from the Swedish Ethical Review Authority (Dnr 2019-06123) on a clinical GE Signa Architect 3T MR scanner using a q-space trajectory imaging diffusion protocol. The imaging parameters were: TE = 122 ms, TR = 3289 ms, field-of-view = 240 x 240 x 304 mm³, matrix size = 80 x 80 x 39, voxel size = 3 x 3 x 4 mm³ with 4 mm spacing between slices. The QTI protocol consisted of 122 diffusion measurements organized as follows:

- LTE: 6, 6, 16, and 30 directions at, respectively, \( b = \{0.1, 0.7, 1.4, 2.0\} \mu m²/ms \)
- PTE: 6, 10, and 15 directions at, respectively, \( b = \{0.1, 1.0, 2.0\} \mu m²/ms \)
- STE: 6, 6, 10, and 10 directions at, respectively, \( b = \{0.1, 0.7, 1.4, 2.0\} \mu m²/ms \)

where LTE stands for linear tensor encoding, PTE for planar tensor encoding, STE for spherical tensor encoding, and \( b \) is the trace of the measurement tensor \( B \). Prior to model fitting, the data were preprocessed for motion and eddy current corrections using the eddy tool from FSL [18] interfaced via MRtrix3 [19] with default parameters.

3. Results

3.1. Violations of the conditions

Fig. 2 shows where the violations of conditions \((d_{SL}), (c_{1SL}), (c_{2SL}), (\Gamma_{SL}), \) and \((m_{SL})\) occur. The voxels are color-coded based on which condition is violated in them: blue for the condition on \( D_{ij} ((d_{SL})) \), red for for the conditions on \( C_{ijkl} ((c_{1SL}), (c_{2SL}) \) and \((\Gamma_{SL})) \), and green for the condition on \( M_{ijkl} ((m_{SL})) \). The \((dcm_{SL})\) column shows the voxels in which at least one of the diffusivity limiting conditions is violated; the color there is based on an RGB colormap resulting from the sum of the first 5 columns.

The maps in panel a), obtained on the p81 protocol, highlight how the violations are independent of the maximum allowed diffusivity, for the considered values. The maps in panel b) show that the violations are consistent — in terms of occurring in regions where there is abundance of free water — for model parameters estimated from datasets comprising different numbers of diffusion measurements. From both panels, it is evident that the conditions on the maximum allowed diffusivity are violated almost exclusively in tissues containing large fractions of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF).

3.2. Imposing the conditions

Fig. 3 shows on the left the violations of the diffusivity limiting conditions on fits produced with the unconstrained routine (as implemented in https://github.com/markus-nilsson/md-dmri), QTI+, SDP(dcm±), and SDP(dcm±). The resulting QTI stains (Mean Diffusivity (MD), Fractional Anisotropy (FA), microscopic Fractional Anisotropy (µFA), Size Variance (\( C_{MD} \), and
Orientation Coherence ($C_c$) are shown on the right. The model fitting was performed on the p81 (top panel) and p56 (bottom panel) protocols. The violation maps for SDP(dc±) and SDP(dcm±) highlight how imposing the constraints provides model estimates which satisfy the targeted conditions.

The maps located on the right side in the panels show how the constraints affect the stains derived in the QTI analysis. The conditions imposed in QTI+ provide generally smoother looking maps, while most of the changes introduced by the new constrained framework are most easily observable in the ventricles, where the theoretical value of FA, $\mu$FA, $C_{MD}$, and $C_c$ should be 0, while the value of MD should have an upper limit set by the maximum allowed diffusivity $D_0$. The fits produced with SDP(dcm±) already provide an improvement in several maps when compared with those produced in QTI+. In particular, it was possible to remove the flow artefact located in the frontal horn of the left ventricle. The results are further improved when all the diffusivity limiting conditions are applied in SDP(dcm±). Observe for example how the $\mu$FA, $C_{MD}$, and $C_c$ quantities are further pushed towards their expected value. Note however that on the fit produced on the p56 protocol, $\mu$FA seems to erroneously increase in value in the ventricles.

3.3. Experimental data

Fig. 4 shows the scalar maps obtained by fitting the data for two healthy subjects with QTI+, SDP(dc±) and SDP(dcm±). Similar to the results obtained on the p56 and p81 datasets, the QTI maps obtained with the extended list of constraints exhibit improved parameter estimation in tissue containing large fractions of CSF. This provides in general better delineation of different anatomical regions, most evidently in $C_{MD}$ and $C_c$ maps.
3.4. Computational times

In Table 1 we report the run times for the different steps of the QTI± framework and representative steps of the QTI+ framework, for fittings performed on one of the collected datasets. The run times were recorded on a workstation featuring a 12-core Intel Core i9-7920X CPU. The considered voxels for the fit amounted to \( z \approx 60000 \).

4. Discussion

The results displayed in Fig. 2 highlighted how the violations of the conditions are almost exclusively restricted to areas containing large fractions of CSF. This is perhaps to be expected since in these regions the diffusivity is approximately the same as the speed limit. The results in Fig. 2 panel a) also suggested that when the diffusivity limit is surpassed, it is most likely surpassed by a considerable margin. This consideration could help to relax strict demands on setting an accurate maximum allowed diffusivity to be used for constraining the fit.

Though regions containing only free water are typically of little interest for subsequent analysis, we would like to stress that the proposed constraints are relevant for voxels with partial voluming between free water and structures. We show examples of this in Fig. 5. After removing the voxels in which at least one of the eigenvalues of \( \mathbf{D} \) (estimated with QTI+) exceeds the speed limit, there remain voxels violating condition (mSL). These voxels are most likely located at the interface between white-matter and grey-matter or CSF, i.e., where partial voluming is bound to occur due to the limited achievable spatial resolution. As condition (mSL) is related to the speed limit for each compartment in the voxel’s DTD, the violation can be explained by considering that the diffusivity limit is exceeded by the free water fraction in the voxel. In Fig. 5 panel b) we then show how different the QTI stains are in these voxels if estimated with QTI+ (SDP(dcm+)) or QTI± (SDP(dcm±)). While, as expected, the metrics computed from \( \mathbf{D} \) are essentially equal, there is a substantial discrepancy between the \( \mu \)FA, \( C_{\text{MD}} \), and \( C_c \) values produced with QTI+ and QTI±. Such discrepancy could play a major role when characterizing tissue heterogeneity via quantitative analysis. This would be especially relevant when analysing diseased tissues, such as brain tumors. The necrotic and oedematous tumor compartments typically contain large fractions of free water, which could bias the recovered...
Therefore, methods accounting for possible artifacts arising from free water partial voluming should be considered for better in vivo assessment of tissue heterogeneity.

The results shown in Fig. 3 depicted the improvement introduced in the QTI stains when the diffusivity-limiting conditions are imposed. These results were consistent with those obtained on the datasets acquired during the study, thus demonstrating the validity of our findings across platforms. Note however that, as pointed out in section 3.2, some values of the constraint estimated $\mu FA$ are pushed in the wrong direction. This is plausibly due to performing the fit on fewer data which are also already at the noise floor. Enforcing constraints under these conditions might produce biased estimates for parameters whose value is supposedly distributed around 0. As illustrated for example in Fig. 3 for the $\mu FA$ values in the ventricles, this seems to manifest mostly on fits to datasets very sparsely sampled, such as p39 (results not shown) and p56. The effect is instead more contained on datasets comprising a higher number of data points, such as p217 (results not shown) and p81.

To be considered are also the run times reported in Table 1. The overall improvement in the parameters’ estimation brought by performing constrained optimization comes at the cost of increasing the time it takes to estimate the model parameters. Future advances on the solvers’ algorithmic side could help reduce the current processing time.

5. Conclusion

In this work we considered extending the list of conditions to be applied while fitting the QTI model, by adding constraints targeting the maximum allowed diffusivity. We showed that in regions where freely diffusing water is abundant these conditions are easily violated, with the violations plausibly due to contributions of different factors such as noise, CSF flow artifacts, and acquisition protocols not designed for data collection in these specific brain areas. Imposing the constraints helps the parameters derived from the QTI analysis to be directed towards their expected values, and generally provides stronger visual contrast between different brain tissues.
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Appendix. Derivation of the diffusivity-limiting conditions

In this appendix we discuss some of the inequalities presented in section 2.1.4.

Suppose that $D_{ij}$ is a stochastic variable which satisfies $0 \leq D_{ij} \leq D_0 I_{ij}$. For a non-zero vector $u_i$, which without loss of generality can be assumed to have unit length, from $M_{ijkl} = <D_{ij} D_{il}>$ it follows that $M_{ijkl} = <D_{ij} u_i u_j D_{il} u_k u_l> = <X^2>$, where $X = D_{ij} u_i u_j$, so that $X$ takes values in $[0, D_0]$. This means that $<X^2> \leq D_0^2$, i.e., $M_{ijkl} u_i u_j u_k u_l \leq D_0^2 = D_{ij}^2 I_{ij} u_i u_j u_k u_l$ which is condition (mSL).

It can also be shown that the variance of the stochastic variable $X$ satisfies $V(X) \leq D_0^2/4$. To see this, we first note that the variance is independent of translations, i.e., we can assume that $X$ takes values in $[-d_0, d_0]$, where $d_0 = D_0/2$. The problem can then be formulated as follows: suppose $\text{supp}(p) \subset [-d_0, d_0]$, $p \geq 0$, $\int_{-d_0}^{d_0} p(x)dx = 1$, $\int x p(x)dx = \mu$. What is the maximal value of

$$\int_{-d_0}^{d_0} (x - \mu)^2 p(x)dx = \int_{-d_0}^{d_0} x^2 p(x)dx - \mu^2?$$

Let $g$ be the even part of $p$, $g(x) = (p(x) + p(-x))/2$. Then $\int_{-d_0}^{d_0} xg(x)dx = 0$ and

$$\int_{-d_0}^{d_0} (x - \mu)^2 g(x)dx = \int_{-d_0}^{d_0} x^2 p(x)dx = \int_{-d_0}^{d_0} x^2 p(x)dx - \mu^2 = \int_{-d_0}^{d_0} (x - \mu)^2 p(x)dx.$$

Hence, we can assume that $p$ is even (so that $\mu = 0$). Next, since $p \geq 0$,

$$\int_{-d_0}^{d_0} x^2 p(x)dx \leq d_0^2 \int_{-d_0}^{d_0} p(x)dx = d_0^2 = D_0^2/4,$$

and this value is obtained for $p(x) = \frac{1}{2} \delta(x + d_0) + \frac{1}{2} \delta(x - d_0)$. Since $C_{ijkl} u_i u_j u_k u_l$ is precisely $V(X)$, (and since $I_{ij} u_i u_j = 1$), condition (T SL) follows.

Conditions (c1SL) and (c2SL) can be proven by first considering that the coefficients $C_{ab}$ are expressed with respect to an particular orthonormal set of basis matrices $\{A_1, A_2, A_3, A_4, A_5, A_6\}$ in the space of symmetric $3 \times 3$ matrices, with ortho-normality taken with respect to the scalar product $<A, B> = \text{tr}(AB)$. Namely, the three first matrices in the basis are $A_1 = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}$, $A_2 = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}$, $A_3 = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}$. Defining $X_1 = D_{ij}(A_1)_{ij}$, $X_2 = D_{ij}(A_2)_{ij}$, $X_3 = D_{ij}(A_3)_{ij}$, we get three stochastic variables taking values in $[0, D_0]$. Hence $0 \leq V(X_i) \leq D_0^2/4, i = 1, 2, 3$. For $1 \leq \alpha, \beta \leq 3, C_{ab} = \text{Cov}(X_{\alpha}, X_{\beta})$. Since $-\sqrt{V(X)V(Y)} \leq \text{Cov}(X,Y) \leq \sqrt{V(X)V(Y)}$, which results in condition (c1SL).

Finally, note that if $b_\lambda$ is an eigenvector with eigenvalue $\lambda$ to $C_{aa}$, and if $b_\lambda$ has unit norm, then $C_{ab} b_\lambda b_\lambda = \lambda$. In terms of $C_{ijkl}$ and the corresponding (eigen)matrix $B_{ij}$ (with unit norm) this means that $C_{ijkl} B_{ij} B_{kl} = \lambda$. Define $Y = (D_{ij} - d_0 I_{ij})B_{ij}$ with $d_0 = D_0/2$. Then $V(Y) = \langle (Y - \langle Y \rangle) (Y - \langle Y \rangle) \rangle = \langle (D_{ij} - d_0 I_{ij})B_{ij} - (D_{ij} - d_0 I_{ij})B_{ij} \rangle = \langle (D_{kl} - d_0 I_{kl})B_{kl} \rangle = \langle (D_{ij} B_{ij} - (D_{ij} B_{ij}) (D_{kl} B_{kl} - (D_{kl} B_{kl})) \rangle = \langle (D_{ij} B_{ij} - (D_{ij} B_{ij}) (D_{kl} B_{kl} - (D_{kl} B_{kl})) \rangle = C_{ijkl} B_{ij} B_{kl}$. On the other hand,
\[ |Y| = \| (D_j - d_0 I_j) B_0 \| \leq \| (D_j - d_0 I_j) B_j \| = \| (D_j - d_0 I_j) \|. \] All the eigenvalues of \( D_j - d_0 I_j \) lie in the range \([-d_0, d_0]\) and hence \( \| (D_j - d_0 I_j) \| \leq d_0 \| I_j \| = \sqrt{3d_0} = \sqrt{3d_0}/2. \) By the earlier results, \( V(Y) \leq 3D_j^2/4, \) which proves condition (2.51).
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